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Corto Maltese: in Siberia
In this final entry of Hugo Pratt's epic series, the master graphic novelist returns to
the theme he first explored in the initial episode--the search for the lost continent
of Mu, the mythical Atlantis. A premonition hovers over the entire dreamlike story,
as if fate had decided in advance that this would be Corto Maltese's last adventure.
The feeling is underscored by the return of most of the major characters seen
throughout the long-running saga, like actors giving their final curtain call: Gold
Mouth, Morgana, Tristan Bantam, Levi Colombia, Professor Steiner, "the Monk,"
Cain Groovesnore, Soledad, and (of course) Rasputineach with their own reason to
find the mythical realm. Thus, the circle closes. This EuroComics edition features
new translations from Pratt's original Italian scripts by Dean Mullaney, the Eisner
and Harvey Award-winning editor of the Library of American Comics, and Simone
Castaldi, Associate Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures at Hofstra,
and the author of Drawn and Dangerous: Italian Comics of the 1970s and 1980s
(University Press of Mississippi).

Understanding the Funnies
This bibliography lists English-language translations of twentieth-century Italian
literature published chiefly in book form between 1929 and 1997, encompassing
fiction, poetry, plays, screenplays, librettos, journals and diaries, and
correspondence.

Bastard Samurai
The World Encyclopedia of Comics
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Beyond Time and Again
Il disegnatore veneziano Hugo Pratt fa nascere il suo Corto Maltese il 10 luglio
1887 a La Valletta, nell’isola di Malta. Per celebrare il 125esimo anniversario della
sua nascita, Rizzoli Lizard dedica al personaggio più famoso del fumetto italiano
una speciale serie digitale. Corto Maltese, navigatore ironico e avventuriero, al
quale hanno dedicato statue e francobolli, strade e brani musicali, e dalle cui
avventure sono stati tratti cartoni animati e spettacoli teatrali, è figlio di un
marinaio della Cornovaglia e di una zingara andalusa. Orecchino d’oro al lobo
sinistro e berretto, Corto – che in spagnolo vuol dire “svelto” – fa la sua prima
comparsa ne La ballata del mare salato, una storia di pirati ambientata nelle isole
del Pacifico, pubblicata da Hugo Pratt nel 1967 e considerata una pietra miliare del
fumetto d’avventura. Nato senza linea della fortuna sulla mano, Corto resta un
iconico antieroe, artefice del proprio destino, che alla ricchezza preferisce la libertà
e la fantasia: un moderno Ulisse che ci permette di viaggiare nei luoghi più
affascinanti del mondo, da Rodi a Buenos Aires, passando per Hong Kong e
Madras, e di imbatterci in personaggi come Jack London, Herman Hesse, Gabriele
D’Annunzio e Butch Cassidy. Attraversa la storia del primo quarto del ventesimo
secolo (le sue avventure si svolgono tra il 1905 e il 1925) con ironia e distacco, ma
profonda umanità, schierandosi con i più deboli eppure mantenendo insospettabili
alleanze con spietati criminali come Rasputin o l’affascinante Venexiana
Stevenson, continuando però a circondarsi di amici fidati come Jeremiah Steiner.
“Non sono nessuno per giudicare. So solamente che ho un’antipatia innata per i
censori, i probiviri ma soprattutto sono i redentori coloro che mi disturbano di più.”
(Corto Maltese) Ebook ottimizzato per Tablet, Mac e PC

Fort Wheeling
Corto Maltese. L'integrale
Blutch riffs on two quintessentially American art forms in this collection of jazzthemed comics. In this freewheeling collection of short stories and vignettes, the
famed French cartoonist examines not only the music, but the nature of the jazz
sub-culture. The grumpy festival goer, the curmudgeonly collector, and many other
fan “types” are the targets of his unerring gimlet eye. Drawn in a range of styles as
improvisational as Coltrane and Mingus ― everything from loose linework to tight
pen and ink to gestural pencils ― Blutch captures the excitement of live
performance, the lovelorn, and the Great Jazz Detective, who is out but not down.

Films, Graphic Novels & Visuals
Una ballata del Mare Salato
This books is marvelous. In Comics : An Illustrated History, the authors Alan and
Laurel Clark, explain the past, the present and the future of comics. It contains:
More then 250 photos, it covers all the countries with own comics produce, the
history of comics in all its kind, Wonderful rare pictures from Alan and Laurel's
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collection. There are four parts in the book: English Comics, American Comics,
European Comics and Comics in the World. It's a must for any comic's fan.

The Expanding Art of Comics
"Treasure hunter, sailor, and adventurer, Corto Maltese remains one of the most
popular characters from graphic literature in Europe and maintains a devoted cult
following among American readers and creators. Originally published in 1967,
Corto Maltese: The Ballad of the Salt Sea introduces our hero for the first time. The
story begins with Corto Maltese adrift at sea in the Pacific during World War I. He is
picked up by a Russian pirate/privateer named Rasputin. The graphic novel follows
Corto and the adventure that ensues"--Publisher's web site.

Corto Maltese 2009
Hugo Pratt, hailed as the "inventor of the literary comic strip," offers an
provocative story whose protagonist is a seemingly wanton murderer, driven by a
religious obsession with the absolute. First English language edition. Set in Canada
around 1920 this provocative story deals with complex moral choices. Jesuit Joe,
the protagonist, is of French-Canadian and Mohawk origin and is engaged in an
obsessive religious search for the absolute, as he moves through the snowy
wastelands of the region. He wears the red jacket of the Canadian Mounties that he
found in a hut--which gives rise to a series of misunderstandings when he is
mistaken for a member of the Canadian Mounted Police. His actions highlight his
unusual ethical code and his disturbing and complex personality. He kills with
terrible ease and shows an unmatched cruelty and ferocity, yet his mood suddenly
shifts and he performs unexpected acts of kindness and compassion. All the while,
he is tracked by his nemesis, Sergeant Fox, whose mission is to capture Jesuit Joe
and bring him to justice. This is the first English language edition of Pratt's 1980
classic, and includes an incomplete second story of Jesuit Joe, plus Pratt's
storyboards drawn for the movie version.

Corto Maltese: 125 anni di avventure
Dulce de Leche is the story of a romanticized heartbreak, both literally and
figuratively, written in an abstract poetic prose. Every event is seen through the
eyes of the author; unexpected, inexplicable, and unknown. Yet somehow, once
put in words, the first taste of life is transformed into a beautiful work of art.

Hugo Pratt e Corto Maltese. 50 anni di viaggi nel mito.
Catalogo della mostra (Bologna, 4 novembre 2016-19 marzo
2017)
Nominated for both the Eisner and Harvey Awards for Best Foreign Language
Publication! With this book Pratt leaves behind the short story form he'd used for
twenty-one interrelated tales and presents a truly epic graphic novel. In the
aftermath of the Russian Revolution and the First World War, Corto Maltese is
engaged by the Red Lanterns-a Chinese secret society made up entirely of womento find an armored train laden with gold that belonged to the last Russian Tsar,
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Nicholas II. They aren't the only ones lusting after the treasure. The adventure,
which shifts from the hidden courts of Venice to the mysterious alleys of Hong
Kong, from Shanghai to Manchuria and Mongolia to Siberia, also attracts regular
and irregular armies, as well as revolutionaries and counter-revolutionaries. The
sweeping plot allows Pratt to fully investigate the complicated and competing
motivations of his cast that includes the return of Rasputin and the introduction of
the cold and dangerous Duchess Marina Seminova, the enigmatic warrior/spy
named Shanghai-Lil, and historical figures such as the "Mad Baron" Roman UngernSternberg, a Russian general who who sees himself as the modern-day Genghis
Khan!

Una ballata del mare salato. Il romanzo
Presents illustrated versions of "The Twelve Dancing Princesses" and six other, less
well-known fairy tales from France and other sources.

Twentieth-century Italian Literature in English Translation
Hugo Pratt e il romanzo disegnato
Dulce de Leche
In 1967, George Metzger began serializing his counterculture comic strip Beyond
Time and Again in underground West coast newspapers, combining high fantasy
with prescient views of science, climate change, and political authoritarianism.
Faithfully reproduced, for the first time, from the original art, this comix collection
brings Metzger's exquisite craft and mind-bending imagination to a new
generation.

Sharaz-De: Tales from the Arabian Nights
Jiro is a student of the KoZu Sword School, an underground training camp in
midtown Manhattan that takes in orphans and twists and transforms them into
Bushido warriors. The Yakuza use these kids in death matches staged across the
city rooftops where Japanese businessmen gamble heavily on the always-fatal
outcome. This killing life is all Jiro has ever known. But a rendezvous with fate is
about to change all of that. In one moment Jiro realizes that everything he has
lived for is a lie. The Samurai live by the Bushido code, one of which is rectitude:
the rightings of wrongs. Now with the only ally he has-his sword - Jiro is forced to
make the hardest decision of his life.

La fabbrica dei sogni
Corto Maltese - 5. Una ballata del mare salato
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The Twelve Dancing Princesses and Other Fairy Tales
The Man from the Great North
This book brings together two main disciplines, namely cultural studies and
language education both of which share a long standing interest in films,
multimodal text-forms and visuals. It highlights the increasing impact of visuals
and multimodal texts on our perception of the world, our discourse behaviour and
how this calls for a change in methodologies and media to be used in foreign
language classrooms. The aim of this book is to help orientate educators in schools
and teachers at universities within the broad concept of a mutliliteracies approach
and contextualise it with regard to teaching and learning English as a foreign
language. Dr. Daniela Elsner and Dr. Britta Viebrock are both specialists in the field
of TEFL, working as Professors at the Institute of English and American Studies at
Goethe-University, Frankfurt/Main. Dr. Sissy Helff, currently working at the TU
Darmstadt, is an Anglicist with a broad range of interests in Anglophone world
literature, transcultural studies and visual culture.

Comics
Banana Conga
Shanghai, 1936. Felice Sabatini is just a mechanic, working on Italian aircraft in
China. He isn’t looking for trouble, much less interested in getting caught up a in a
conspiracy against China, Japan, and Germany. Unfortunately for him, that’s
exactly what happens. Three different factions are after an ancient artifact and the
mystical power it controls. Power that, if it falls into the wrong hands, could end up
destroying the very world as we know it. Felice knows nothing of immortals, fox
women, ninjas or dragons, never mind the Ministry of Storms. He is a rational man,
after all. But before this journey is over he will be called upon to face all of that,
never mind the power of ancient Chinese magic and a menace from Beyond Time.
From the crowded streets of Shanghai to the empty stretches of the Desert of
Inescapable Death, Ministry of Thunder is an explosive mix of Oriental Fantasy and
New Pulp.

Tirature 2012. Graphic novel. L'età adulta del fumetto
Corto Maltese. E riparleremo dei gentiluomini di fortuna
60219J v. 1--60219H v. 2--60219G v. 3 60219F v. 4--60219E v. 5--60219D v. 6.

The Blue Lagoon
Collects Sharaz-de #1-6: A set of tales inspired by the Arabian Nights by European
comics master Sergio Toppi, exploring a barbaric society where the supernatural is
the only remedy to injustice, as Sharaz-de, captive to a cruel and despotic king,
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must each night spin tales to entertain her master and save her head from the
executioner. Tales filled with evil spirits, treasures, risk, and danger, but with ever
at their center the passions of gods and men. Translated from the original French
publication.

Corto Maltese 2009
Never before have comics seemed so popular or diversified, proliferating across a
broad spectrum of genres, experimenting with a variety of techniques, and gaining
recognition as a legitimate, rich form of art. Maaheen Ahmed examines this trend
by taking up philosopher Umberto Eco's notion of the open work of art, whereby
the reader--or listener or viewer, as the case may be--is offered several possibilities
of interpretation in a cohesive narrative and aesthetic structure. Ahmed delineates
the visual, literary, and other medium-specific features used by comics to form
open rather than closed works, methods by which comics generate or limit
meaning as well as increase and structure the scope of reading into a work. Ahmed
analyzes a diverse group of British, American, and European (Franco-Belgian,
German, Finnish) comics. She treats examples from the key genre categories of
fictionalized memoirs and biographies, adventure and superhero, noir, black
comedy and crime, science fiction and fantasy. Her analyses demonstrate the ways
in which comics generate openness by concentrating on the gaps essential to the
very medium of comics, the range of meaning ensconced within words and images
as well as their interaction with each other. The analyzed comics, extending from
famous to lesser known works, include Will Eisner's The Contract with God Trilogy,
Jacques Tardi's It Was the War of the Trenches, Hugo Pratt's The Ballad of the Salty
Sea, Edmond Baudoin's The Voyage, Grant Morrison and Dave McKean's Arkham
Asylum, Neil Gaiman's Sandman series, Alan Moore and Eddie Campbell's From
Hell, Moebius's Arzach, Yslaire's Cloud 99 series, and Jarmo Mäkilä's Taxi Ride to
Van Gogh's Ear.

Corto Maltese. Una ballata del mare salato
Corto come un romanzo
Corto Maltese: Mu: the Lost Continent
In The Expanding Art of Comics: Ten Modern Masterpieces, prominent scholar
Thierry Groensteen offers a distinct perspective on important evolutions in comics
since the 1960s through close readings of ten seminal works. He covers over half a
century of comics production, sampling a single work from the sixties (Ballad of the
Salt Sea by Hugo Pratt), seventies (The Airtight Garage of Jerry Cornelius by
Moebius), eighties (Watchmen by Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons), and nineties
(Epileptic by David B.). Then this remarkable critic, scholar, and author of The
System of Comics and Comics and Narration delves into recent masterpieces, such
as Building Stories by Chris Ware. Each of these books created an opening,
achieved a breakthrough, offered a new narrative model, or took up an emerging
tendency and perfected it. Groensteen recaptures the impact with which these
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works, each in its own way, broke with what had gone before. He regards comics
as an expanding art, not only because groundbreaking works such as these are
increasing in number, but also because it is an art that has only gradually become
aware of its considerable potential and is unceasingly opening up new expressive
terrain.

Corto Maltese. Tango
Ballad of the Salt Sea
The Ministry of Thunder
The Comics Journal
Corto Maltese: the Secret Rose
'Proprio perché non assomigli a nessuna avrei voluto incontrarti sempre in
qualsiasi posto ' Tra le onde del Pacifico, nell'arcipelago della Melanesia, un
catamarano salva dall'oceano due giovani naufraghi: i rampolli Cain e Pandora
Groovesnore. Ma il capitano del battello, Rasputin, ha strappato alla furia del mare
anche un altro superstite, quasi crocifisso a una fragile zattera: Corto Maltese. Per i
due amici pirati che lavorano a servizio del Monaco, capo supremo dei pirati dei
mari del Sud e detentore di un terribile segreto, è l'inizio di una tumultuosa
avventura, fitta di intrighi, tradimenti, alleanze e attentati, nel tragico scenario
della Seconda guerra mondiale. Ebook ottimizzato per Tablet, Mac e PC

Sketchbook
"A Venezia ci sono tre luoghi magici con tre porte, che i veneziani possono varcare
abbandonando la storia, che stanno vivendo, per entrare en un'altra storia, ma aggiunge Pratt - questo accade anche ai Maltesi. Ed è proprio Corto Maltese ad
aprire una porta dopo l'altra, aiutato dalla grande fantasia del suo Autore, per farei
vivere 'una ballata senza fine', piena di avventure, personaggi, avvenimenti Questo
breve saggio vuole seguire le note della ballata di Corto Maltese, ricreando-, anche
se solo per un attimo, l'atmosfera del romanzo disegnato di Pratt. E un'atmosfera
densa e leggera nello stesso tempo, è un sensazione romantica e languida, dura e
feroce, ad immagine dei protagonisti: Rasputin, Pandora, Bocca Dorata, il Monaco
Ma su tutti si erge la figura dominante di Corto Maltese, un mitico gigante toutcourt, che vive come interprete di fumetti, di romanzi, di film, trasferendoci sempre
il suo personalissimo gusto per l'avventura. Corto Maltese icona del romanzo
disegnato e del mondo virtuale creato da Pratt. Ma proprio oggi sappiamo che
corto Maltese soprevviverà al suo creatore, che cosi voleva"--Publisher's
description, back cover.

Total Jazz
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Corto Maltese enters the crossroads of magic and the occult, astrology and history,
religion and mythology in the first English-language translation of Pratt's awardwinning book. Visiting the writer Hermann Hesse while researching alchemists with
his old friend Professor Steiner, Corto drinks from the "source of the Alchemy Rose"
and becomes immersed in a surreal and dreamlike adventure that involves
Klingsor, the quest for the Holy Grail, Death, the Devil, and the Sandman, among
others. This complexly plotted graphic novel was among Hugo Pratt's most
philosophical ruminations on the imagination.

The Celts
Openness of Comics
Nato per l'intrattenimento spensierato del lettore di giornali, accolto
dall'entusiasmo del pubblico bambinesco e adolescenziale, lungo il Novecento il
fumetto è maturato moltissimo. Oggi è in grado di animare opere di complessità e
raffinatezza indiscutibili. La scelta di questo modo di raccontare visivamente fatti e
figure drammatici di vita quotidiana costituisce ormai uno dei fenomeni più
caratteristici dell'acculturazione globale. In Italia si è formata una schiera di giovani
autori di qualità, che lavorano appoggiati a una rete di case editrici specializzate,
con una presenza significativa nelle librerie.
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